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Welcome to Creative Writing!

On the first day, we discussed how creative writers are a lot like gardeners. In this elective,

students will prepare the soil as they develop solid writing habits.  They will sow the seeds as

they seek inspiration & try new genres.  Like gardeners, they will foster the plants, gathering

new strategies to strengthen their skills, and tend the garden, using revising and editing

processes to improve their writing.  And, like any good gardener, students will share the yield,

practicing peer collaboration & critique as they publish texts for varied audiences.

We start the class by building a strong community of writers who share their work with one

another. Creative writing students will spend significant time working on world-building and

expanding upon their ideas to create multidimensional planets. They will create characters and

stories that take place within that world. We will then move onto other forms of writing (see

below). Our goal for the end of the class is to release a literary magazine showcasing our students’

best work to our community.

Activities in this elective will build on basic Language Arts skills and techniques.  The strategies,

topics, & genres we’ll explore in Creative Writing may include
*
:

⌘ Read-alouds ⌘ Puppet shows ⌘ Typing

⌘ Anthologies ⌘ Story starters ⌘ Radio plays

⌘ Poetic forms ⌘ Circle writing ⌘ Graphic organizers

⌘ NaNoWriMo ⌘ Critique ⌘ Performance

⌘ Poem-in-Your-Pocket Day ⌘ Character development ⌘ Short stories

⌘ Figurative language ⌘ Word choice ⌘ Plot development

⌘ Perspective/Point of view ⌘ Publishing ⌘ Sensory language

⌘ Presentations ⌘ Letter-writing ⌘ Writing process

⌘ Partner or group writing ⌘ Collaboration ⌘ Mystery writing

* Please note: this elective is a semester-long class. Some activities or topics of study may

differ from Fall to Spring offerings.
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Materials: To explore creative writing, students will be writing in a variety of

genres, participating in partnerships and small groups, giving speeches,

strengthening academic vocabulary, using the writing process, and sharing their

work. To support this work, students will need:

- a notebook (composition notebooks preferred)

- a pencil or pen (blue/blank ink only), kept with the student

- an iPad, kept with the student (pending iPad distribution)

- a planner, kept with the student

Integrity: It is very important to only submit your own work for this

class. Creating and responding to texts forms the basis for true learning.

GAP-U, as well as high schools and colleges, expects students to follow the

rules & laws regarding creators’ rights & plagiarism. Plagiarism is the

copying and/or illegal use of another’s work. Examples of

plagiarism are: putting your name on another student’s creation; lifting

information or text directly from an electronic source and claiming it as

your own; directly copying information or text directly from a printed

source; failing to give credit to creators who inspired your own work.

Behavior: As a teacher, I expect students to come prepared, try their

best, & be involved in their learning. There may be times in this process

that students will become distracted, distract others, or be otherwise

off-task. My intention during these situations is to help students regain

their self-control. There are a variety of ways to help students do this:

students may take a break in or out of the room, receive verbal

reminders, move seats, lose privileges, or be referred to other school staff

members.  Additionally, I will contact parents/guardians if I have

specific concerns or questions. Please do not hesitate to contact me with

your questions & concerns!

Grading: This class assigns letter grades using an ABCDN scale. 70% of the grade

is based on summative tasks like final drafts (stories, poems, etc.) or

presentations; 30% of the grade is based on formative work (classwork,

collaboration). Final grade scale:  A = 90-100%, B = 80-89%, C = 70-79%, D =

60-69%, N = Below 59%.

Late work: While I am very understanding of late work, the small, collaborative nature of this

class means that it is important to stay as up to date as possible. Most work for creative writing will

be done in class, and every step of our writing is a process. Please talk to me if you are unsure if

you’ll be able to finish an assignment on time. This class is built around students’ needs, not an

arbitrary schedule.

I have read the syllabus and understand what is expected of me in Creative Writing.

Student signature: Student name printed:

________________________ _____________________________


